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OLD W A R (CONTINUED)
til the indignation, mock-indigMtion and counter-indignation
T follow ed the disclosure of the
H io n o f Imre Nagy, Pal MaJeter
Mother two Hungarian vicp Kremlin’s present policy
Mtellites, little has been disJis/to just what that policy is
fwhat inferences can be drawn
n

T&narchists were practically
i n 1956 in their suspicion of
Jrentlin’s alleged ‘liberalisation’
•fo llo w in g Khrushchev’s deTfctjon of Stalin.
Once the
%unists had got over the shock
5ng their erstwhile god tramJ p o the Satanic dust, they
ty joined in the denunciation of
Cult of the Individual and
p i Khrushchev’s clean-up as a
-Sample of the -strength of the
KJnion. To be able to admit
fmassive mistakes was the
jre * of greatness and showed
1 the determination of the
iJe&d'efs to eradicate forever
perversions of legality from
afcialist state. %
5Fu1- Thinking
x the non-communists the
\ i n line came as a relief from
InSions and fears of the Cold
Taiid wishful thinking did the
^Everybody was prepared to
5v.e that things were going to be
%r in Russia because everybody
td that things would be better.
) much for the sake of the RusL£)f course, but for the sake of.
jLgf the world which found it
Jfficult .to get on with the
#fent;v'diplpmacy’ of Stalin.

Rediscovering T ito
Hence, therefore, the back-pedal
ling on the ‘Let’s be nice to Tito’
line and the re-discovery that he is
after all a traitor to socialism.
Almost any day now the zoological
classifications will again be brought
into action.
The murders of Imre Nagy and
his colleagues can thus be seen as
the re-establishment of cominform
domination over the satellites backed
up by Stalinist terror as of old. We
are back where we were in 1952,
with only the name of the dictator
charfged.
N^gy was killed, not because he
represented any danger to the Krem
lin’s new master or even to the Hun
garian puppet government, secure
behind Russian tanks, but as a
warning to T ito ,. to Gomulka in
Poland, to any other ambitions deviationist in any of the sattelites and,
last but not least, to any possible
opposition within the Russian Com
munist Party itself.
The warning rocket has gone up.
A dictator’s terror stalks again in
the corridors of the Kremlin and

notice has been served that banish
ment to far-away power stations is
not the only punishment that can
await those who incur the master’s
displeasure.
N o H ope from G overnm ents
Our suspicions of the value of the
‘liberalisation! mouthings of 1956
have therefore been justified. They
were suspicions born of our exper
ience of the ways of government and
the knowledge that what the State
gives, the State can take away—and
liberty, be ®j never so relative, is the
very thing the State is most anxious
to snatch back at the first opportun
ity.
It suited Khrushchev’s purpose
for a time to dangle liberty like a
bait before his Party and before the
eyes of the people of Russia and the
satellites. Now that it has served
his purpose he withdraws it and re
establishes—with the willing, stupid,
help of John Foster Dulles and Selwyn Lloyd—the anxieties and fears
of the Cold War.
Those who hoped have had an
other lesson—there is no hope from
governments.

LEBANO N

P o litic a l In trig u e
AS

Dag Hammarskjold has so
succinctly put i t : “Only the
Lebanese can save Lebanon.” He*
did not of course mean the Lebanese
people, which is a pity, but referred
^Khrushchev and Bulganin (re- in fact to the Lebanese politicians
J n b e r him?) gjit on their, seven- and militarists.
>boots and peddled their goOdHowever, for what it is. worth, as
R l l mission aroiind the world from a summary of official United Nat
K)elhl to Buckingham Palace and ions opinion in respect of how much
■Belgrade.
“interference” is required by those
other than Lebanese, it is a decision
f Until unfortunately the people of more likely to bring about a settle
IHungary began to demand in reality ment of' Lebanese internal strife
Isome of the liberalisation which
than one which might have entailed
B. & K. were promising in speech.
dramatic U.N. (sic) assistance of a
So that Khrushchev suddenly learnt I
a lesson which you would have military nature. 1
President Chamoun must be bit
thought an experienced commissar
would have known anyway: that terly disappointed that, as at this
you can’t be a dictator by half- ! time, he is to receive no great assis
measures. And since Khrushchev tance from Britain and America in
had no intention of ceasing to be a his highly questionable conduct of
dictator he had only one choice to the Lebanese civil war. Let it be
make—to establish himself in the said that of all the factors, overt or
position enjoyed for so long by the otherwise, concerned in this rebel
most successful dictator of modern lion, none can be said to be fighting
for anything but the most doubtful
times—Josef Stalin himself.
interests.
The Lebanese people
Into the Supreme Position
themselves certainly cannot win.
Chamoun hopes to succeed in his
Hence the gradual elimination of
all potential rivals for power in the political ambitions, by forcing the
Kremlin.
Malenkov,
Molotov, West to take part, on the blackmail
Zhukov, old buddy Bulganin—all
value of the Eisenhower Doctrine,
went down the drain with the prin which states that the U.S. will come
ciple of collective leadership, as to the (military) aid of a “country
Nikolai Khrushchev, step by step,
dominated by international Com
matched into the position of
munism. So far he has failed to
supreme boss.
enlist help because Syria is not as
yet considered to come into the
With that position, of course, must “dominated” category, and U.N.
go the correct policies. You can’t military observers have decided that
be a tough boss with soft policies.
Syrian “massive intervention” does
So with the tightening of Mr. not exist, and the United Arab Re
Khrushchev’s grip upon his own public is not really trying.
party and his own people had also
President Nasser has done it
to come the tightening of his grip
upon Russia’s satellites and the re- again. He has helped to stir up
emerging of cold-war policies in quite a lot of trouble against the
Lebanon, which is for him anathema
international relations.
whilst tied to Western apron-strings;
The latter, of course, has been he has engendered a situation in
strengthened by Russia’s emergence which the West is scared for fear of
as the first in the field of planetary retaliation from the East (and
satellites and her obvious parity if rightly so—though for the wrong
not superiority in ballistic missiles reasons), and having set the cauldron
and H-Bombs. Easier to be intran boiling he may sit back and await
sigent when you’re on top.
developments—having been pro

FRANCE

De Gaulle’s H-Ambitions
peoples of the world should be any
thing but child-like.
De Gaulle’s arrogant demands
have been met with friendly non
committal replies, and Mr. Dulles
has given us a lesson in how to
placate petulant friends— invite them
home and make them a gift of an
atomic submarine, but make sure
that they are entirely dependent
'T*0 the anarchist way of thinking, upon you for the expensive fuel and
the above statement is insanely the knowledge of how it works.
futile.
The damaging effects to Cynical readers will have guessed
humans of H-bomb tests have al that there are other snags attached
ready been acknowledged by respon to fashionable gifts and soft words.
sible scientists all over the world, Mr. Dulles is urging, among other
and while it is true that France does things, the building of launching
not have at the moment the neces sites for nuclear missiles in France,
sary material to produce weapons of and that the U.S. should be allowed
the magnitude of Britain and Am e to stockpile nuclear war heads.
rica she is clearly aiming at becom There should be no resistance from
ing one of the ‘great’ nuclear powers. de Gaulle on the last score since it
The tenor of the negotiations will give him extra # bargaining
which are taking place between power, as will the hint that he might
Dulles and General de Gaulle point pursue an ‘independent’ policy with
to France’s determination t6 ex Moscow.
plode an “all French H-bomb if
Meanwhile de Gaulle’s demands
necessary” or “be provided by provide an excuse for any final de
America with the necessary informa cision on the banning of further
tion or the weapons themselves on nuclear tests, although we are assur
an equal basis with Britain”. The ed that Britain and the U.S. are
intention of the Dulles proposal, ready to commit themselves on the
however, based on American Intelli issue. The fact that as late as last
gence resources that France is in a week it was reported that Dulles
position to set off one small atomic had “been converted” to the* idea
bomb, is to encourage the military of a nuclear test ban, to our minds,
leader of France to feel that by test proves, nothing. Because it has been
ing little bombs instead of aiming made very, clear by America, that
at bigger ones, he is just as impor thfe present little publicised confer
tant a member of the alliance, which ence of Western and Soviet bloc
has been lightheartedly called the scientists at Geneva, who are dis
“Atomic Club”, as the U.S.A. and cussing the technical possibilities of
Britain. Then, we are told, after detection and control of nuclear
the pride of France has been saved tests, that the conference would not
by testing bombs, a Western agree commit them to suspension of tests.
ment will be reached on the suspen In fact, the scientists have stated
sion of bomb testing. Childish isn’t that it is not their job to advise
it? But the possible effects on the
C ontin u ed on p. 4
Mr. Dulles was expected to offer
General de Gaulle a nuclear power
plant for a submarine (Philip Deane
cables from Washington) and to sug
gest that France should test a
nuclear weapon as soon as possible
to satisfy demands o f prestige be
fore joining in an agreement to sus
pend tests.— (“Observer” 6/7 /5 8 ).

nounced innocent of any serious
crime—arid, needless to say, he will
be first man in for any of the prizes
which may eventually fall.
The simplicity of the plan is its
strength, and it is an example of
how the greatest gains may be made
from relatively slender resources.
By. “infiltration” of arms (not on a
“massive” scale), and “fomentation”
|not proven to be of “foreign in
spiration”), Nasser has in effect The O nly A n sw e r t o R ecession an d In fla tio n
developed a civil war which Cha
moun does not want to win until he
is certain of American backing both
militarily arid politically. For his
Presidential term expires on Septem
ber 23rd, and his greatest desire is
to be elected for a further term. But 'T H E government’s announcement ation of controls, and that the Gov
this is not permissible by the Leban
that it was making “relaxations ernment, which poses as the cham
ese Constitution—hence his need of in the control of borrowing”—-which pion of a free economy, should have
American help. The civil war must was the Chancellor’s cautions way any controls to relax!. Of course
continue in the hope that Mr. Dulles of saying that the “credit squeeze” there is really nothing very curious
will change his mind from:
is ended—was welcomed by the about these apparent contradictions.
“The presence of foreign troops,
Labour Opposition spokesman, Mr. Ignoring the worth of party politi
however justifiable, is not as good Wilson, with the comment: “We are cal slogans, which only a few anach
a solution as for the Lebanese to glad that the government is slowly ronistic liberals still believe in
find a solution themselves.”
—very, very slpwly-f-responding to (because power for them is still so
(Which is another way of saying
our pressure”, adding that the gov remote), neither the Tory nor
the presence of the U.S. Marines and ernment was now recognising its Labour leaders believe that a free
the Sixth Fleet is too much of a risk problem as recession not inflation”. economy is possible to-day. “R e
We are sure that no one in the laxation of controls” clearly means
of really serious trouble with the
U.S.S.R.; Chamoun must go it House, least of all Mr. Wilson, for that there are moments when “re
alone.)
one moment believed that it was laxation” is expedient, politically or
On July 24th the Lebanese Cham Labour “pressure” which influenced financially, for the very fact that the
ber of Deputies is due to meet (for this change of financial policy. As government has the powers to reimthe first time since the crisis began), Mr. Wilson himself put it, recession pose controls means that even when
for the purpose of electing a new is the government’s problem just the economy is “free’ it is only be
President. It is quite possible that now! A year ago the trouble was cause the government is advised that
the Deputies will not turn up, since that we were “living beyond our it is in the best interests ojf the
they have not yet settled on a can means; now apparently, we aren’t financial system that it should be!
didate acceptable to any great num buying enough, not because we have Which is, after all, another form of
Consider for a moment
ber of them. If they do turn up all that we want, but because we control!
however, the probability is that haven’t the money with which to that the credit squeeze, the high
Chamoun will be displaced by a buy the goods we have already pro bank rate and other measures to dis
President in much greater sympathy duced ! So the government is giving courage the extension of credit were
with the aims of President Nasser the banks a free hand to lend imposed at a time when the demand
than himself. A shock for Chamoun
money, not only for “capital pur for credit was high and that on the
and the West— and a probable end
poses” but for any purpose for other hand the present “relaxation”
to the civil war. The Russians will
which “bank finance is required for is announced at a time when demand
be pleased, and Nasser will have
the normal business of the appli for credit is low. As the Manches
struck another blow for the United cant”.
ter Guardian's Political correspon
Arab Republic — and President
’ Now it must seem curious to some dent points out:
Nasser.
people that the Opposition, notor
Reception of the news was tinged with
The Lebanese people are unlikely
ious for its advocacy of a controlled a gloomy sense that this change, taken
to make any gains— 1,400 are dead
economy, should be welcoming Mr. with the others, bodes little good for the
already.
Amory’s announcement of a relax
W * C o n tin u ed o n n %

Sovereignty of Common
Sense

PEOPLE A N D

IN
T INTENDED this week to follow the
| | remarks made in last week’s F re ed o m
about education with a consideration of
some aspects of the Labour Party s policy
statement on the subject, and of the
pamphlet published last week by the
Victory for Socialism group (which seems
to indicate that to be a Labour leftist
is simply to be that much more totali
tarian than the party leadership). I
proposed to go on to some notes on the
educational bureaucracy, and on how the
organisation of education could approach
more closely to our notion of how
schools should be managed. I hope you
agree that these questions are worth dis
cussing at length.
However, the fundamental issues of
the Labour statement are discussed else
where in this issue by P.H. and some
news items this week raise topics which
have a bearing on my argument, while
not duplicating his. 1 would argue that
more and more local autonomy is the
prerequisite for the autonomy of the
school. Almost the entire teaching pro
fession would say on the other hand that
more local control means a lowering of
standatds, putting the schools at the
mercy of niggardly ratepayers, and worse
still, teachers at the mercy of local busybodies. “I neither love nor trust the
parish pump,” said the secretary of the
NU T discussing the “ block grant” pro
posals last year. I would use the Ameri
can system to show that complete local
autonomy was possible, they would use
it to show that it was undesirable.
One of the issues is that of the freedom
of the teacher. Here is a paragraph from
David Riesman’s book Constraint and
Variety in American Education (note:
when he says ‘public school’ he means
public, i.e. ‘state’ school, and not our
absurd use of the word):
“The harassment of the public school
teacher has been traditional in the smal
ler American communities, but this used
to take the form (particularly if the
teacher was a woman) of policing her
private life, her smoking and galivanting
and church-going, without much direct
interference in her conduct of the class
room. To-day, especially in the larger
places, the teacher is much freer to lead
her own private life, but what we might
term her academic freedom is under a
great deal of pressure. Lack of concern
over the teacher’s private life reflects the
general urbanisation of America and the
decline of puritanical vigilance over
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teachers, ministers, and other exemplars;
meanwhile, however, concern over the
teacher is required to-day to be a ‘good
guy’, warm and friendly, not too eccen
trically dedicated to interests which the
community cannot share. Moreover, the
personality of the teacher has become
more closely intertwined with the subject
taught: the high schools, which could
remain fairly remote from immediate
community preoccupations when attended
only by a few, are now under a serviceminded pressure to teach the social
studies, and in many places they are also
under pressure to teach a kind of syncre
tic and neutral religion, as well as to
teach tolerance, democracy and citizen
ship, and all other good things.”
“The “tolerance, democracy”, etc.,
which the American teacher is expected
to inculcate, is of course, acceptance of
the status quo—one everlasting loyalty
oath. The issue is the same one that
arises, in for instance the current con
troversy in the press over teachers and
the Nuclear Disarmament Campaign. But
Mr. Riesman’s first point, about the
local m oral vigilantes, is the one I have
been thinking about. You may remem
ber the case of a Danish unmarried head
mistress who became the centre of a.
great controversy because she was going
to have a child. She made it perfectly
clear that she wanted a child, but that
she did not want to marry, and she re
fused to resign. The education authority
in Copenhagen wanted to dismiss her,
but a large number of parents declared
that they wanted her to stay, and she
is still to-day the headmistress. Mr.
Elias Bredsdorff wrote in the National
& English Review earlier this year:
“This case was interpreted by many
in Britain as a public concession to im
morality; but the headmistress in ques
tion, who became a spokesman of all
unmarried mothers, made the matter
clear that neither the Church nor the
educational authorities would have raised
the matter publicly if she had agreed to
marry someone (not necessarily the
child’s father) before the child was born,
thus giving the appearance of a ‘moral
conduct’. The victory she won (to which
no parallel could be imagined in this
country) was in my opinion fundament
ally a moral one over hypocrisy and
convention”.

★
A N interesting English variation on the
theme was provided in a speech re
ported by the News Chronicle in March
of last year, protesting at the fact that
“One Yorkshire headmaster has been
living with a woman to whom he is not
married. But the local director of edu
cation will not sack him because, he says,
he is the best headmaster in the town.”
The item that caught my eye in the
paper last week (it could hardly fail to
because of the Daity Mirror's enormous
headline THIS TEACHER IS AN EVIL

WOM AN, SAYS JU DGE, I AM
SHOCKED TH A T SHE IS PAID TO
EDUCATE GIRLS), referred to a
teacher at a Lancashire secondary mod
ern school who was cited in an undefen
ded divorce petition on grounds of
adultery. Mr. & Mrs. C. were m arried
in 1954 and have no children. Then,
according to Mrs. C. “We met Miss D.
at a potholing club. I always thought
the three of us were friends. Then (my
husband) started to give Miss D. driving
lessons in our van . . . ” The judge
described Miss D. as
“An evil woman . . . not only evil in
her conduct, but also apparently profess
ing principles that can only be regarded
as evil . . . The exercise of those princi
ples has wrecked a marriage.
“I am shocked that the State pays this
woman to educate young girls.
“I regret that it is not within my scope
in this country to take some action to
redress that position. I think it is
shocking.”
The papers do not tell us what Miss
D .’s principles are. Nor, since she was
not in court, did the judge know except
from the evidence of the petitioner.
Interviewed by the press Miss D. sa id :
“I know that some people say I am an
anarchist in politics and a believer in
free love. But that is nonsense.
“I got a terrible shock when I left
school to-day and learned what the judge
had said about me. I saw my head
mistress. She was very kind to me . . .
and shaken rather than shocked.
“I am not going to resign, but gossip
might drive me out.”

★
' I'H E question that springs to mind is
this: Would the judge have spoken
as he did if Miss D. had been anything
else but a teacher, except perhaps a nun?
The poor teachers, as well as being milk
men, savings-stamp touts and first-aid
dispensers, must have ‘higher’ moral
standards than the rest of erring human
ity. N o wonder everyone has suddenly
got alarmed at the shortage of teachers.
And the society that watches so zeal
ously over the purity of its teachers, what
are its private epithets for the unmarried
woman teacher? Schoolmarm, frump,
frustrated spinster. (And, by the way,
had the eternal triangle been reversed,
had the co-respondent in a divorce case

Personality Cult
ACCRA, Thursday.—Mr. Krobo Edusei,
Ghana’s Minister of Education, said to
night that photographs of Prime Minister
Nkrumah.would be displayed in Govern
ment offices, schools, and business
premises. If any commercial firm re
fused to obey the order it would have to
close and return to its country of origin.
I —Amalgamated Press 3/7/58.

been a male teacher, would the judge
have thought it necessary to be “shock
ed” T he case would not even have
qualified for publicity in the national
press).
The reason why teachers are singled
out for special attention by the guardians
of public m orality is, of course, the need
to preserve the “innocence” of the young
from corrupting influences. And here is
the final ignominy of the schoolmistress
—to be pitied by her charges for her in
nocence. “I view the possibility o f an
extra compulsory year with the utmost
dread and fear” wrote one among many
secondary teachers when the subject was
discussed in the correspondence columns
of the Educational Supplement, and an
other wrote:
“These girls . . . who are already at 13
and 14 fully sex-conscious and by 14
and 15 sometimes fully sex-experienced,
are perhaps no t precocious but simply
the natural product o f their day and
generation . . . It is not uncommon for
a 14— 15-year-old girl to declare by her
behaviour and even sometimes by speech
that she considers herself superior to her
teacher because she has handled contra
ceptives and had sexual experience,
however immature and tentative such ex
perience m ay have been.”
In the book I have quoted above,
David Riesman gives a graphic illustra
tion of the same thing which you may
remember from the cinema:
“In the movie R ebel W ithout a Cause,
there is a poignant scene in which the
well-dressed California high school chil
dren are taken to a planetarium and
lectured on the movements of the stars
by an elderly man who obviously cares
about stars; The kids are shown caring
about each other—the stars are way over
their heads; they couldn’t care less, and
the instructors, captives of their own
captive audience, are prisoners of a ritual
they cannot help but know is ridiculous.”
The sexual revolt of youth (which is
happening whether the watchdogs of the
teachers like it or not, and without refer
ence to the Trobriand Islanders), and the
consciousness that, as Mrs. E. L. Herbert
says, “in one aspect education is a con
spiracy for preventing children from
growing up”, will either make of the
teacher a policeman o r a figure of ridi
cule. Or it might make her an ally.
The judge who by his remarks in court
has done his best to see that someone
gets Miss D. sacked, would be even more
shocked to learn that the brave Copen
hagen headmistress has become a kind
of national heroine of youth in Den
mark.
Faced with the class described by the
writer to the Educational Supplement,
what does the teacher do? Ignore the
whole thing and talk about biology?
Talk to them in terms of the values of
the moralists, to be greeted with undis
guised contempt? Or talk to them about
common-sense and contraception and
run the risk of trouble with parents, the
head, the managers, the education office
and the public watchdogs in full and vin
dictive force? When trouble came, who
would spring to her defence? Only those

freed
discreet officials of the N.U.T. whJ
it is to intervene with Directors and
agers on behalf of teachers in f
and to defend cases of perseciai
victimisation. And all they co^
would be to soften the blow.

★
'T ’HE other thing I read in th d
this week concerning the
the teacher and the autonom y1
school was a letter from a secfal
m odern head. He had worked for 1
years under different county e d #
officers who were “anxious and §
to be o f service to the schools un>
afraid to delegate responsibilities tal
heads” . He then moved into a b a r
served by its own education c o r f
where the secondary sub-com m itiA
a few co-opted members acts as t o l
erning body of all the secondary
“Its frequent meetings, held alw
the town hall and never in t h e f
are occasions when approval is giij
the education officer’s schemd
heads are handed a piece of p j
which are written the statements ,(hj
make to the governors if they a r #
to speak. As a result, the educaifc.
vice is at the mercy o f the
officer whose autocratic co n tro llisB
iscent of the H itler regime.”
Heads have little o r no say inM
pointm ent of staff, who are all0^
this borough’s schools like t r o f c
any complaint by parents the e c f
officer acts as judge, giving little su£
to head or staff but seeking to: i n f
the parent in case he should coqT
to an M.P. or the Ministry.
“Again, a sudden telephone c a l r
perem ptory letter summons th«T
from his duties to appear withoiii
at the education office where the] h
carpeted in the presence of an a<f
trative assistant for some small de,
from committee policy. Frequeffl
ings of heads (compulsory a tte l
are held during school hours at £
which policy is dictated. The m ai|
ideas for his own school is shout J
and told to conform to com m ittee
. . . The weekly circular contaiaV
pungent advice offered in the stjj
military routine orders. This is n;
however, for at times it ap p earsB
ferent paper under another title ,*
indeed, the education officer speiF
cathedra and any direct or indirectQ
of his infallibility leads to a
threat of disciplinary action”. II
These are, the headmaster dej|
but a few of the conditions encoan®
“L ittle interest is taken in the ivonA
the schools apart from sporting triuire
which can be widely publicised. N ®
add that general educations standards
low.” Is there any wonder that te a #
“neither love nor trust the parish p uqj
F or one of the paradoxes we m u s£
in advocating educational decenlip
tion, is that large and impersonal auff^
ties may be administered by people:^ H
larger minds and broader views th a n lr
one this headmaster has the misfortil™
to work for, and will allow wider frees
dom and less petty bumbledom and InJ
tolerable interference.
C .W .m
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A N A R C H IST

ID EA S

|Continued from previous issue)
■piRSTLY we should make it clear that anarchism is a
set of ideas as to how society should be organised
and not a personal way of life. Of course we may find
that our ideas lead us to a certain way of life which
differs from that of other people, or that we find a
certain way of life urged on us by a desire to further the
cause which we are following, but this in itself is not
anarchism. For every one of ua who is trying to
make his life a shining example of anarchism, there are
a dozen others who are trying to make their lives, which
are very similar, iuto shining examples of as many
different creeds. It must be accepted that as far as
immediate application is concerned anarchism has a very
limited range. Some parts of libertarian theory can bp
applied to life here and now to bring immediate pleasure
to up, but I think if one regards them as constituting the
major part of anarchism it is going to be a pretty incom
plete philosophy. Most people in the movement have
individual interests which are generally progressive, or
can have a progressive interpretation and which spring
from the same inner movements which give rise to the
person’s adhesion to anarchism. But it has been a
mistake to try to stretch anarchism to cover all these
progressive byways, I personally am interested in edu
cation, psychology, and literature, and many people in
those things and in various other artistic expressions.
Between these interests and anarchism there can be |
good deal of mutual aid and exchange of experience,
both within each individual and within the group. A
knowledge of psychology can help us to complete an
anarchist philosophy, and an anarchist outlook may
suggest worthwhile hypotheses to be investigated psycho
logically. The literature of a society may show tenden
cies which have aspects in common with anarchism, and
I libertarian outlook can be I fruitful way of interpret
ing its literature.
I have given these examples in order to be able to
say now that 1 think at the same time as letting anarch
ism spread out and mingle with all these possibilities in
contemporary society we should at the same time keep
to ourselves the positive fact that anarchism Is really
a plan for a new society. A complementary point to
the idea of narrowing down the range over which anar
chism is a definite and concisely expressible theory is

TODAY

that we should encourage all-round anarchism. In the
recent past it has come to be accepted that some people
are only interested in the industrial aspects of anarchism,
others only in (ts educational aspects, others only in
its psychological applications. All these are in their
way praiseworthy, but such specialisation can have a
bad effect both on the individuals concerned and on
the movement. If we think that one of the character
istics of an ideal society would be that people would
be far more complete and broader in their personalities
we should try to make the same true for anarchists.
These two complementary points would define anar
chism more clearly and make it distinct from mere
“progressive do-gooding”. I do not want to insult the
ideal of “progressive do-gooding” as I do some of it
myself.
Fourthly, I think we should take another look at the
good points of traditional anarchism. It has lately been
almost a by-word to insult the predecessors of the
anarchist movement with such comments as “Well
Kropotkin said this but he had no real knowledge of
biology”, or “Bakunin thought this but he had this or
that neurotic tendency”. It is quite a good sign that
no-one is overawed by the past, but if one finds oneself
thinking along certain lines it is worth while seeing what
other people have said who have thought along similar
lines.
Fifthly, we should grasp the bull of psychology firmly
by the horns and stop being afraid of it. 1 am not
suggesting that as soon as any line which we are investi
gating becomes uncomfortable we should abandon it,
but I think we should try to use psychology instead of
allowing it to use us, and then blaming it for our
failures. When all the unconscious has been taken into
account, we do live consciously after all, and experience
happiness and unhappiness. If we allow ourselves to
bo persuaded, us 1 am sure some people have been,
that their anarchism is no more than a result of psycho
logical happenings inside them then it takes most of the
vitality out of it. If psychology has got quite a lot to
do with anarchism (and I for one think that it has),
then it is our own reaction to these psychological forces
that has made us into anarchists, and we ought to accept
that with rational pride instead of being apologctic about
it.

It is usually quite legitimate to use the word “norm al^
as meaning average or modal, and in that sense anarchists
are not normal. However, there is another meaning.
When Bernard Shaw had his eyes tested the occulist
congratulated him on having normal eyesight and re
marked that the condition was extremely rare. When
an anarchist rejects the claims of authority and the
false theories invented to support it he is showing a
normal reaction in this latter sense, and unfortunately,
as with eyesight, the condition is extremely rare.
When we have put psychology in its proper place I
think we would be more ready to resort to rational
argument. A t times, when it seems that no-one is
listening to what anarchists have to say, we are tempted
to ascribe their obstinacy to rather vaguely defined
neuroses. Perhaps the truth has been that we ourselves
have not been as rational as we might have been in
our arguments. I would like to see far more real
attempts to persuade non-anarchists to become anarchists,
and to argue with socialists and communists and get
them to come round to the anti-authoritarian point of
view.
Well, what can we do, we rare people? A corres
pondent has written:
“Perhaps the real yardstick of the crisis is reflected in
the only lasting monument to anarchy in London or
England in the paper F r e e d o m .” This is of course not
true, since these Sunday evening lectures are of regular
occurrence and The University Libertarian is published
regularly. Anyway it is an extremely mechanistic way
of evaluating a movement to judge it by the regular
official [?— E d .] expression. However, I think it a good
idea to have a look at the anarchist press and its rdle.
If. we are only to have one paper, a weekly, it must
fulfil several r61es. Here I must tell something against
myself because when I first arranged to give this talk
to-night I planned to write a series of articles, one each
week to be printed in F r e e d o m so th at I could refer to
them as illustrating the variety of things an anarchist
writer has to do. However the date of the lecture was
advanced and my writing program m e went astray i j
that the illustrative articles will appear after the talk
and not before. The paper must interest people totally
ignorant of anarchism, but with potential sympathy
towards it, it must help to convince those who are
attracted to anarchism but feel th at they have serious
objections to it, it must make adherents of other parties
or revolutionary ideas feel that it is worthwhile and
Continued on p- 3
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So ve re ign ty
Eomm on Sense

Be

B itin u e d fro m p. 1
f y 's econom ic future. Mr. Am ory’s
Ijesl are read as signs that the pres■Df capital is abating and that indusp?tiv ity is slowing down. Indeed,
lreern m en t suspects that, even if the
R in recession should begin to disb v the end o f this year, its deRm sequences m ay only then begin
In h e re .
/

matters of financial policy
Berence exists between the
ent and the Opposition it
K then, on the question of con
sult on when to apply or relax
at is, a disagreement as to
Exactly an inflationary period
9nd one of recession begins!
Tin these matters the party
are guided by their chosen
who somehow never seem to
^^H & reem ent among themselves,
^ H a s to the ills that beset the
^ ^ H a l world or as to the best
■ent required to effect a cure,
■wonder, then, that the layman
Vuiced that commonsense is of
fc lu e in understanding or solvK se problems.

this system production may purpose
ly be limited, or part of it destroyed
to maintain prices makes “sense”
for those who materially benefit by
it. It makes, or should make, non
sense for the vast majority of the
world’s people who do not even have
the necessities of life. Unfortunately
it does not. They are always ready
to accept their governments’ word
when they announce an economic
crisis and to be the first to make
sacrifices, even though common
sense should tell them that the crisis
is of the financial machine which,
the sooner it destroys itself, the bet
ter.
Commonsense would tell them
that it is human hands and brains
and not finance, which are respon
sible for growing the food, and for
building the machines and houses
we need to maintain life. Finance
without human labour is powerless.
Only recently we saw that London
Transport with its Executive, its in
spectors, its buses and its millions
but without the busworkers, was un
able to put a single bus on the
roads!

IT is

R e con cilin g R e aso n W it h
D ear C om ra d es,

I do not consider that my head is in
the sand. (See “Propaganda, Some
A narchist Reflections”, F r e e d o m , June
28, 1958). It seems to m e / that the
m ajority of anarchists do live their ideas
as far as they can, and indeed they ap
pear to do so much m ore than I. I am
not speaking now of “sympathisers”, but
of the tiny m inority who do profess and
call themselves anarchists. I suppose I
meet about a dozen or so in London in
the course of a year. As much as can
be done, in the way of classic anarchism,
they already do.
I think that the failure of the anarchist
m ovem ent. to spread is due to a vast
num ber of causes. But recent meetings
at the M alatesta Club have helped to
crystallise in my m ind an idea that has
been developing there f-or a long time.
It is that the anarchists have failed to
reconcile reason and feeling. E m otion
ally m any people are tied to the old
society, yet their reason tells them that
the old ideas are superstitious and must
be given up. They are often glad to
give them up, and feel emancipated, but
the old feelings are still there, while at
the same tim e a purely rational world
is sterile and rather dull,

even descend to less sedate levels with
T he N ew s Chronicle. They are all in
favour of making life better for every
body, doing away with poverty, getting
rid of irrational taboos, educating people
in order that they may become more en
lightened. Cruelty, dirt, ignorance, star
vation, disease are their enemies.
G o to alm ost any of their meetings,
and you will hear roughly the same
thing. We must raise mankind, by the
means o f som e authority or other. There
is one movement, and one only, which
says in effect, “Y ou can do all this much
better without authority, and indeed, if
you try to use authority, it will fall on
your own heads.” T h at is the anarchist
movement. Y et this movement seems
bent on assimilating itself to the others,
and losing its uniqueness. Anybody
coming, as a stranger, to its meetings
would be justified in thinking, “Here is
another m inority group of worthy wellthinking reformers. This will do as a
change from the World Governmentalists,
or the Neo-Sufis, or the Society for the
Raising of H um anity by Means of U ni
versal Telepathy.” N o wonder we don’t
get people staying. G ood intentions and
noble sentiments grg two ft penny,

Feelings

Anarchism is more than a social or
political creed, or even a personal philo
sophy of life. It is a system of psycho
logy, at least potentially. This system is
based on the belief that man’s deepest
feelings are social. Now, most psycho
logical theories assume a basic anti
sociality in man. So the anarchist idea
is unusual, to say the least.
N o movement or body of thought has
succeeded Jin reconciling m an’s reason
with his feelings. The two are usually
regarded as quite separate. “Lift up
Your Heads” urges the title of a ration
alist anthology in my bookcase. “ Hearts
not Heads in the School” retorts A. S.
Neill from the shelf immediately above.
But of course both heart and head are
p art of the same organism. Hear how
ridiculous it sounds if you say, “ D on’t
let your legs rule your ears, or your
nose rule your hands.” In a whole man,
one who had achieved an integrated per
sonality, there would be no question of
conflict between heart and head.
It would be a wonderful thing if the
anarchists were the people to achieve this
reconciliation. If they did the move
ment would have a new vitality.
L o n d o n , J u ly 2 .

A r th u r W . U lo th ,

interesting to note that oppo
sition to the cold war in internat
, Anyone coming to the M alatesta Club
ional politics is growingly using argu on any of the last few Sundays would
ments based on commonsense in have believed that he had stumbled on
stead of so-called political realism. a meeting of the N ational Secular Soc
JO H N H EW ETSO N s
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Called Justice 2d.
execs have to buy their own blue blazers.”
Swiss government. Extracts of his ap
intelligence to have a say in what
from
Publishers’
Weekly,
18/5/58.
peal appeared in last Sunday’s Observer.
they produce and why, life will pro
ceed drunkenly from one crisis to
another, from recession to inflation
and back to recession with an occa
sional war for good measure.
Continued
Freedom ” that for an idea to be original does not mean
For millions of people a job is
from p. 2
that no-one must have thought of it before, it means
simply a means of earning a liveli
that the person concerned must have come to that
hood. The work they do is purpose must m ake the m ilitants of the anarchist movement feel about them. If you don't think it is being said welli thought himself. We have been too eager for newness,
less and more often than not dreary; that it is a worthwhile weapon in their hands. I said enough, there is a very simple remedy. This brings me! instead of realising that individual originality is the
it m ust fulfil several r61es but perhaps it would to another general point, that of one’s degree of co m -, im portant thing. The affinity group is certainly the most
they drown their boredom in innum that
bring out my general point if I said that that was just mital tp anarchism.
promising unit fo r anarchist activity, and I think greater
erable cups of tea and at the end of one rdje, that a paper, just like an individual, should feel,
Some people argue that one should not do anything to efforts should be made to encourage their form ation in
the day escape into the make-believe that it was necessary to express anarchism in several
oneself to any doctrine or theory, and 1 th in k ' England. Perhaps a national anarchist centre m ight be
world of Hollywood and commer ways, to have something to say to everyone. We should commit
that attitude is certainly better than the serious-minded | | good idea so that people in the provinces w ould be
cial Telly. So long as at the end of consider (he question of technical excellence in our person whose life is forfeit to his ideal, but I think I able to keep in touch by correspondence with the daythe week they have a pay packet propaganda. M any people I know read the New States that there is a sense in which a person can quite ration-j to-day activities of the movement in London. However,
they are not interested in how the m an or The Observer for its film and theatre criticisms, ally devote himself to a cause, and imply by that that it is also a good basis for international co-operation,
hours of their employment are spent. and are so dragged down into their political net of intel he can be depended on to contribute something, to go for 1 can think of many points on which groups in
The fact that the employer has lectual respectability. We should try to make our literary to a meeting, to take a turn on selling papers, even if towns and cities even in distant lands could be o f m utual
better than theirs, so that people will read he does not feel like it just at that moment. Here again help.
bought these hours of their lives, articles
F r e e d o m to tee what we have to say, and so gel dragged we are going to fall foul of the progressive psychologists!
I will try to summarise what I have said in a dozen
means that they belong to him to into our political net instead.
who will describe any such commital as compulsion and I sentences.
dispose of as he wishes. Behind this
T he organisation of Freedom Press is a subject which
Here I think we must simply ignore th em .!
attitude is the feeling that the ordin usually arouses very high feelings, which I can under neurosis.
The other type of specific anarchist activity which 11 The British anarchist movement has suffered a theore
ary man has no basic right to life;
stand, since when 1 first caine info contact with the would like to mention is that of the ufllnity groups tical break-up due to the very healthy tendencies of selfthat he exists by permission of the anarchist movement 1 felt a violent antagonism to drawing in part on my experience over the lost few , exam ination which work within it. This has been due
State and thanks to the employer Freedom . This is not the time to go into a detailed months of the Hampstead Libertarian Group. Well, largely to an appreciation of the complexity of the
who is willing to buy a part of it in discussion of the particular issues involved beyond say there just wasn't enough affinity. I think that among psychological factors involved in the antithesis between
and freedom, and that many of the form er
return for the means to secure the ing that I am now on the side of (‘heeixjm in contro our mistakes, to which 1 contributed, was that we were; authority
versy, and that I think that if all the energy that is discussing anarchism too much in the abstract. Dis- hopes of anarchists have little chance of being realised,
basic necessities of life.
put into fault-finding were pul into working for the cussions as to the best way of achieving one’s ideals (t is time we started to regroup our ideas and 1 suggest
Trade Unionism to-day is con paper, most of the reasonable grounds for criticism would can be very fruitful if they take place between people the following. T o see whether it is worthwhile putting
cerned with the conditions under disappear. It is perfectly true that the paper has j to each of whom is doing something to put his own more confidence in the rightness of anarchism, and not
which people work, rates of pay and carry comments on current events the facts of which ideas into practice, but we allowed the internal dis being intimidated by our own investigations in psycho
hours of work. It is quite uncon are generally culled from national newspapers, with cussion to achieve too much weight relative to our out logy. T o try to make anarchism more clear-cut, but to
cerned with the social usefulness of anarchist comments interspersed. W hether one regards going activities. T he affinity group should always be broaden our appreciation of what we agree on, and to
the work people do; if an employer these as a vital way of interpreting events, or as u lot ready to give support to any of its members who wunt each look at the traditional anarchist ideas and see
is prepared to pay a man to stand of cliches depends chiefly on one's interest in anarchism to try out something new. We were however, a little that perhups there is even more to them than we had
[ on his head all day, that is a job but If they are sometimes written in u clichj-like form dogged by the prem ature mental tiredness which assumes previously thought.
1 cannot myself claim to be a very original thinker
which will carry an agreed rate of (and 1 myself have been guilty of this), then I think that all of anarchism has been explored already, and
pay! Capitalism is a system of pro this is partly due to the fact that the same people are nothing is left but the two alternatives of being a stale and much of what I have said to-night is probably that
the pendulum has swung too far and that we should
duction for profit and privilege doing it week after week and doing too much. To any- old veteran or a resigned sceptic.
We have been far too apt, both in our outlook on pull it back again. However, this is too m echanistic an
ono who feels a concern over the quality of anurchlst
which only takes into account propaganda,
and its effectiveness, I would suggest reading discussions and in written propaganda to confuse new analogy; perhaps it would be better to say th at we
human needs as a means for making the articles on current events, not as u sedative but to thinking and originul thinking. The difference is made have left our field fallow long enough and now wc have
more profit. The fact that under see exactly how anarchism can have something to say clear by Erich Fromm who shows in “The Fear of I the opportunity to reap a bum per crop.
p,H.
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sary they are inhibited from doing the
things designed to increase the scope for
free education making for happiness, and
to concentrate on those designed to pro
duce productive efficiency. For instance,
the nurseries which come before, and the
voluntary education which comes after
the compulsory period are from a liberal
point of view among the best parts of it.
Although leaving much to be ddsired, the
methods used by teachers of young chil
dren are far in advance of those used
later on, and a certain proportion of
youth clubs have found it necessary to
adopt a freer attitude in order to get any
one to come along to them. And if you
don’t like them, you can stay away. But
it is precisely to these branches of educa
tion to which priority is not to be given.
Instead, the four-year secondary course
i3 to be made compulsory, and the rais
ing of the school-leaving age promised
during the term of the next Labour
government but one. Why, if education
is so beneficial, does it need to be com
pulsory? If large numbers of young
people are only too eager to get away
from secondary schools and throw them
selves prematurely into a working life,
is it not a symptom that the whole rela
tionship between education and working
is thrown out of gear by the demands of
the acquisitive, “progressive” society?
The ihost unfortunate feature of such a
society is the ease which which its vic
tims can be turned into its supporters.
Thus, large numbers of students at all
levels demand to be taught only narrow-

L a b o u r’s P o licy fo r Ed u cation

T o Live, o r to

P ro d u c e !

ficial services provided by the modern
schools, and the ending of the eleven-plus
'T 'H E Labour Party’s latest statement of
state, in other fields such as health, and
exam, and its subsequent segregation of
policy, to be discussed by its con
insurance
as well as -education. Put
children into the academic and technical
ference in October, has the title “Learn
streams, and the rest; and to take no • bluntly, unless the employers look after
ing to Live; a policy for education from
their workers, they will not get good
action with regard to the public schools.
nursery school to University”. From
work out of them; exploitation is more
The reasons for these decisions are given.
the cradle to the grave of educational
efficient when it is sugared. The first
They are challenged by the right and left
development, no doubt!
motive means that most of what the
respectively.
It does not set out to discuss ideas of
state provides in the name of education
education other than incidentally: the
Why does government organise the
is training; training to assume a part
Party is chiefly concerned with certain
educational system? (Most people would
in an authoritarian society; training to
proposals which have been accepted, in
express this question by asking: Why
perform the “dirty work” of all varieties
the words of the democratic myth “by
does government provide the educational
which it requires.
the whole nation”, and states which of
service?). {Part of the answer is that it
these will be treated as matters of
It is clear that the writers of this
wishes to mould a given type of person,
priority by a future Labour government.
report recognise, perhaps not clearly and
nowadays the skilled technologist who is
A writer in the New Statesman com
explicitly, that there is a certain distinc
prepared to spend his life in some work
menting on the policy statement rem ark
tion between the education which occurs
of national importance without asking
ed that there was indeed room for
as a natural response to a child’s interest
too many searching questions as to what
discussion as to the nature and content
good it is doing; and part to protect
and curiosity in the world around him,
of education most desired by socialists,
authority from its own fruits. An ex
and the training which may be needed to
but that at this particular time, the party
ample of this lay in the first moves to
fit him into a particular job, It is not
had been right in concentrating solely
make schooling compulsory. T he indus
a hard and fast distinction, and may
on the problems of producing more
trial capitalists needed more educated
in fact only manifest itself as a different
schools and teachers. Indeed, the sen
workers, but few of them were indivi
approach to the same branch of learning.
tence most quoted with approval by the
dually prepared to forbear employing
Yet although they touch on this in the
press has been the opening sentence of
children as soon as they could catch
first page and a half of the pamphlet, it
C hapter I : “The biggest single fact about
them. Consequently the government
is not discussed further. As politicians,
our education to-day is that there is not
stepped in, in the long term interests of
particularly as the potential governing
enough of it.” The priorities are to be
capitalism. It is the more refined ex
party, and above all as acceptors of the
the reduction in the size of all classes,
pressions of this latter motive that pro theory that scientific and technical “pro
in primary and secondary schools, to 30,
vide the spectacle of the obviously bene gress” is inevitable, desirable and neces
by means o f increased school building
and an increased supply of teachers, and
ensuring that all* secondary school pupils
complete a four-year course, by the 1
legislative act requiring them to stay
LETTERS TO TH E EDITORS
at school until the end of the year, rather
than the term, in which they are IS. 1
bringing for that matter) and assuming
The number of people receiving technical
they be emotionally stable and more
education is to be increased by similar
balanced in outlook, many people would
methods of building and recruitment,
still remain disappointingly un-anarchisD ear F r ie n d s ,
an insensitive and boorish person could
and the number of University students
tic and unenterprising, as far as wishing
experience the catharsis of Wajda’s
doubled. Less strenuous activities are
Is the review of “Kanal” by Arthur
to alter the world for the better goes.
masterpiece without re-examining his
to be initiated in the direction of provid
Moyse an attack on the ingenuous
own position with regard to war.
Whilst not denying that in the right
ing day nurseries for 2-S-year-old chil
anarcho-pacifist who has not fully
time and place propaganda can be of
dren (it is explicitly stated that these are
If the latter, one must debate how
thought out the implications of his posi
use, I fe e rth a t the real tragedy of the
considered to be of less importance than
tion or is it an attack on the whole con-, far emotional attitudes invalidate a paci
anarchist movement is the failure to
the changes at secondary level) and to
fist argument, or, ' more concretely,
cept of non-violent resistance? If the
create genuine and satisfying human
wards providing more opportunities for
whether they do at all; am I a “sinner”
former, we are indebted to him for hav
relationships
among themselves. I can
informal education. “ We need Youth
too because I enjoy the “Iliad” and be
ing written it; his is a statement from a
not help being reminded of the person,
Centres filling the place occupied byl full human being with the third dimen
cause I see fine noble things in the
who, so absorbed in his efforts to rid his
Homeric vision of Man’s destiny being
Palaces of Culture in other countries"
sion of strong emotion obviously per
neighbour of the mote in his eye, does
(Really, Mr. Griffiths!).
to live, to fight and to die? Am 1 to
vading it (a pleasant change, this), a com
not notice the beam in his own.
whisper “Gandhi” to the entire matter
On the questions on which controversy
plete absence of clever point-winning and
of Troy? I thrill to the men of the
exists between the parties, or withinl
“Okay” progressive terminology (GanYours fraternally,
Basque Country and their heroism when
them, the statement takes the side of|__
dhian, moral lead, Tolstoyan position,
London, June 27.
P.B.
I read Day Lewis’ “N abara”. I do
gradual extension of comprehensive
Establishment propaganda, etc.). Only
not yell “masochists”. But I did refuse
military service and I do believe in non
violent resistance whether—and this is the
important point—it would work or not.
Night & Day Picket at
Incidentally, I take it for granted Mr.
Aldermaston
Moyse realises that pacifists state quite
explicitly that non-violent resistance in
D ear S ir ,
W Continued from p. 1
pons. United States scientists say time of total war is quite hopeless (note
The Direct Action Committee Against
C h ristie ’s pathetic front-line refusal to
Nuclear War has decided to follow up
action by their Governments, al that nuclear powered submarines shoot
a defenceless man in “The Young
the week's picket held outside the Re
though 'political advisers’ are dis capable of launching missiles from Lions”).
search Establishment at Aldermaston
creetly on hand for the scientists. a thousand miles out at sea will be
immediately after the Easter March by
Finally, at the risk of appearing to
If this is ja gathering of scientists the threat of the sixties:*
a nine week project outside the Estab
quibble, I .wonder whether it is in fact
only concerned with technical mat
“Their dttection .will require the daily
lishment this summer.
the pure pacifist or his critics who lay
ters why are the political advisers search for thousands of cubic (not down the old absolutes? While admir
We plan to picket the Establishment
square) miles of .ocean; and creation of
there at all?
ing Mr. Moyse for steering clear of o’ur
by day and night, and to try by means
a sonar network that will make America's
own ingrown jargon, I still want to know
well-planned leaflets, posters, meet
The answer to this question, and Distant Early Warning system liike like how death is dignified, how one “dies of
ings, debates and if possible films and
why the important part of the con a nursery toy.”
like a gentleman” and what values our
a mobile exhibition, to persuade at least
ference is being held in closed ses
judging by its actions, potential
one worker at the Establishment to leave
Already the existing stockpile is society,
and actual, holds “to be true and good”.
sion. is to be found in the devious
his job. A courageous act of this nature
methods of power politics. Presum sufficient to destroy practically the
by even one person could have farYours faithfully,
reaching repercussions.
ably if the scientists conclude that whole of the world population. But London, W .l.
P.
D.
M
ac
F
a
d
d
e
n
.
detection of nuclear tests is impos the sane voices opposing this lunacy
The picket will take place from July
sible, it will be considered advisable are hardly heard above the din of
21 to September 21. In addition to
the
hysterical
clamour
for
nuclear
picketing the Establishment we hope to
to keep it from the public. There
carry out an intensive propaganda pro
will be nothing to stop any country ‘defence’ which is supposed to safe
A N A R CH ISTS & H U M A N
guard
our
wonderful
way
of
life,
gramme in the locality against the manu
carrying on with H-bomb tests, and
RELA TIO N S
facture of nuclear weapons.
indeed it is likely that fear of nuclear which will be destroyed in the pro
cess.
Apart
from
our
own
meagre
All volunteers for this project will be
supremacy on the part of the ‘other
D e a r F r ie n d s ,
very welcome. Any one wishing to take
side’ will be the spur which will contribution to sanity (and we make
Although
I
do
not
completely
dis
no apologies to the few readers who
part should contact The Direct Action
lead to greater stockpiling.
might be bored with reading the agree with A rthur Uloth’s letter (21st Committee at 344 Seven Sisters Road.
June)
1
do
not
agree
with
his
over-sim
N.4. (Telephone STAmford Hill 7062).
The frightening thing is that the “same old stuff”), this week, a large
plification of the problems facing anar
question is already being asked- -is organisation, the Campaign for Nu
' Yours, etc.,
chists.
H-bomb control already too late? clear Disarmament, was banned by
1 cannot see that a ‘strong psychologi
London, July 5.
A p ril C a k i e k .
Bruce Rothwell. writing from Amer the Swiss Government from holding cal force’ is all that is necessary to ’over
[More Lcitrrs on page 3.]
ica quotes some official views on the its congress in Basle. 'I lie Observer come the authoritarianism of the major
subject:
has published the text of the presi ity of people'. I think the problem is
far more complex. And 1 would be pre
“Disarmament,” says Dr. Edward Tel dents speech (Bertrand Russell),
which was to have been delivered at pared to face the possibility, (hat in
ler, chief U.S. advocate of continued
spite of psychotherapy (or a "free" uptests, “ is a lost cause."
* the congress. Without agreeing with
Mr. Dag Hammarskjold, U N. Secre his theories on a World Government
tary-General. gloomily reflects that we as a deterrent to war, we quote his
PROGRESS OF A DEFICIT!
may already have “ missed the tm s.“
clear thinking views on the arms own armaments arc purely defensive,
Apart from such weapons as Itching
WEEK 27
while
those
of
the
other
side
are
inicnUeil
race. What he has to say is written
powder, drugs causing temporary paraly
for attack. Each side concludes that the
Deficit on freedom
£540
sis, blindness or sleepiness and supersonic into our own theories, but his voice
only safety lies in being stronger than Contributions received
£343
whistles promoting headaches, there is carries more weight than ours and
we hope it will be heard where ours the other side, and therefore devotes DEFICIT
the new threat of radiological warfare.
£197
itself to inspiring fear in the other side
Admiral Strauss, former chairman of ha?failed to reach:
Fear inspires hatred. Haired inspires
June 28 to July 3
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
impatience. Patriotism inspires an un
We hear much talk o f “the Great
concedes that “it should be foreclosed.”
BilUrlceyi R.W .D. E I/ 0 /0 ; U Hastto: J.P.
warranted hope of victory. In the end,
Deterrent.” Such talk ignores ail the
C I/0 /0 : Berleloy: R.E.J. C l/4 /2 : London;
An official Pentagon-A.E.C. book deals
the nervous tension becomes unbearable,
lessons
of
biftory.
Armaments
races
in
J.W . I/ -: London: S.B.* 2/6| Clovpland:
with the prospect at length, and there is
and
war
breaks
out.
the
past
have
almost
invariably?
ended
G
.A . 7/-.
a bitter controversy here now on whether
In spite of what psychologists tell us,
in war, and there it no reason to expect
T O T A L ... 3 14 8
the U.S. is, in fact, making its bombs
men do not learn from experience when
Previously dcknowlodgod ... 339 10 2
a different result from the present arm a
“dirtier” for just such warfare.
their passions are involved. If they arc
The so-called “clean” bomb is not ments race. . . .
£343 4 10
1958 T O T A L T O D A T E
to he halted in the dreadful descent to
T he psychology1of an arms race is
“clean” at all. and never will be.
wards the abyss, the first necessity is to
quite simple and straightforward. A
G ift of Books: London: P.J.
There is also a terrifying account arms against B, and B arms against A. cool their passions and ravive some con
•Indicates regular contributor.
of refinements in nuclear war wea A and B, alike, are persuaded that their sciousness of their common interest.

N o n -V io le n t Resistance

De Gaulle’s H -A m b itio n s

FREE*
ly useful skills and pour s c o r n B
feeble attempts made by m u d d le i
humanists to inject a little real
into their courses. All this can! o f
emphasised by the Labour Partjj’B
ties. Similarly in its approaefi|M
Public Schools, the committee^ s f
the relationship of these to
privileges which remain, but s e L
treat them ap a cause rather 3
symptom.
The Introduction outlines “thefl
of government towards education’*
are expressed in such a way as to g
great scope for liberal interpret,
combining a modicum of frecdorB
gentle direction from above.
of schools for political ends is i
Yet it follows the familiar c o l
assuming that if Liberal, L ab fl
Conservative agree about somqB
is non-political, and that to en&i9
continuance of a society based on
pressions can be done w ithout a V
Suppose that people became^”
educated in such a way that they ‘d§
that life was more im p o rtaq tf
science, and happiness more inljB
than technical advance. Then jadip
to the Labour terms, “the goY|T
would be failing in its duty”. P f
despite the New Statesman it
good idea to think about what
education we want, before g o in jj
and building it.

MEETINGS
A ll
A NNOUNCEMEN]
LO N D O N A N A R C H IST ■
GROUP
Every Sunday at 7.30 at
THE MALATESTA CLUB. 1
32 Percy Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W .l. V
LEC T U R E a- d i s c u s s i o n s I
JU LY 13.—Donovan Pedelty o r i'L
ANARCHISM & D EM OCRA CY ^
JULY 20—Laurens Otter on ;
CATHOLICISM A ND ANAR C l
Questions, Discussion and A d iS
all free.

LONDON ANARCHIST GROl
1958 SUMMER SCHOOL;
August 2nd— 4th.
Subject: “WAR A ND PEACE®
Speakers to be announced .
Bookings are requested a s soonl
possible. W rite: J o a n S c u l t h o r p e , c |
Freedom Press.

★ M a la te sta

C lu b ★ '

Sw araj H o u se ,

32 P e r c y St r e e t ,
T o t t en h a m C o u r t R o a d , L o n h o n , W .l'.
Every Sunday at 7.30 p.m.
London Anarchist G roup Meetings
(see Announcements Column)

T ra d J a zz
at the .11a la testa
Every Friday and Saturday from 7.30
T H E

H A L A T K 8 T A

J A Z Z

B A N D

MembersU /6) and their guests (2/-) only.
M A L A T E S T A C LU B
32 Percy Street
Tottenham Court Road W l
Jazz Men welcome
Organised by IAC
Every Wednesday at 7.30 (prompt)
BONAR THO M PSON speaks
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